Exploring the abilities of aberration-corrected electron microscopy, it is now established that single atoms can reliably be detected across the Periodic Table of elements. This capability enables electron tomography from single projections [1] , spectroscopy studies of catalytically active edge sites in 2D-materials [2] or even the observation of single atom dynamics [3] to name a few new and exciting applications. However, the detection of single atoms comes with a "price tag": Unlike images from atom columns that can be captured with varying electron doses and signal-to-noise (S/N) ratios (Figure 1a . It has become accepted that the related high beam currents in the range of 1A/cm 2 -100 A/cm 2 may allow maintaining bulk material properties if acceleration voltages are suitably varied between 60 kV and 300 kV. Nevertheless, the probing radiation still actively alters the genuine structure of surfaces, interfaces and small atom clusters because unavoidable beam-sample interactions remain relevant if binding energies are lowered compared to bulk values and the onset of atom displacements is soft without exhibiting a pronounced threshold. In atomic resolution images with single atom sensitivity such alterations are readily visible [5] .
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As heterogeneous materials scale below 5-10 nm, interfaces and small atom clusters allow tailoring unprecedented materials properties and it becomes essential to explicitly address their sensitivity to any probing radiation. For a detection of single atoms in these circumstances, we recently introduced low dose-rate in-line holography [3 -5] , which allows operating electron microscopes with dose rates that are comparable with best practices in biological applications while achieving single atom sensitivity by the acquisition of large image series. In this manner, structural materials integrity can be better maintained to an unexplored end. This talk highlights recent achievements including the radiation sensitivity of catalytic materials where the occurrence of an amorphous phase is radiation induced [6] and an Oswald ripening of 3 nm large catalysts that is stimulated by the electron beam (Figure 2 ) [7] . 
